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With Learn to Draw Disney's Frozen, young artists will learn to draw all of their favorite characters

from the magical kingdom of Arendelle step by step, including princesses Anna and Elsa; Olaf the

"warm," hug-loving, sunshine-curious snowman; and outdoorsman Kristoff and his loyal reindeer

Sven. The book opens with a brief introduction, drawing exercises, and an overview of the

necessary tools and materials to get started. Each lesson begins with a simple shape before

progressing to a finished color piece of artwork, making it easy for beginning artists to follow along.

Throughout the book, young artists and Frozen fans alike will learn special details about the film and

its characters with tips and tricks from professional Disney animators. Breaking records within Walt

Disney Studios' portfolio and the film industry at large, Disney's Frozen has risen to become the #1

animated film in history, as well as the #5 highest-grossing film of all time at the global box office.

Audiences everywhere have been captivated by the magical story of sisters Anna and Elsa and the

eternal winter that separates them and eventually brings them together again. The film's compelling

songs, including the Academy Award-winning "Let it Go," have earned the Frozen soundtrack a

certified platinum status and over 12 record-breaking weeks at the top of the Billboard album chart.

"Let it Go" has since been dubbed in 41 languages, with videos in 25 languages available online via

Yahoo Movies. Disney is currently preparing Frozen for its Broadway debut. A Disney Karaoke app

for Frozen launched in May 2014, following the success of the first Frozen app for iPad, which is

among the Top 50 paid apps for kids.
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Another excellent purchase. I bought the Disney Pixar drawing book and this was a nice addition. I

have two daughters at 5 and 6 years old so obviously Frozen is one of their favorite movies. Now

they are able to draw some of their favorite characters, all while singing Let it Go. Easy to follow and

their drawings look similar to what they are shooting for. They absolutely love it. Great purchase

I bought this for my 9 year old. She loved it. Actually, I did too! Lol. It offers several different

positions, or scenes, with several of the different characters to draw. Anna, Elsa, Hans, Olaf,

Christof, as well as Sven are all included. The step by step quide is easy to follow.

Overall this book does not go into much technique. There are pictures you can use and the basics,

but if you are already versed on drawing, this is a book of pictures. You may do better to find a

Frozen coloring book and use that as a book of models.

Perfect and challenging for my eldest daughter (7), and still great, although difficult for my youngest

(5), who likes to colour in the book, as opposed to a separate piece of practice paper.

Awesome drawing book for all the Frozen fans out there! Very detailed step by step instructions.

Great buy!

I Loved This Book as a companion with my other "Disney"/"Disney & PIXAR"-licensed how-to-draw

books and, yes, I did add this new learn to draw Disney book and my MINT copy of "Learn to Draw

Archie and Friends" (by Archie Comics) with my collection of mixed

"How-to-Draw"/"How-to-Animate" books (including Preston Blair's "Cartoon Animation", Eric

Goldberg's "Character Animation Crash Course", Walter Foster's "Learn to Draw your Favorite

Disney & PIXAR Characters" in its 2013 Edition with characters from "Brave" added, Eastman

Kodak's "The Complete Kodak Animation Book" (notice that the "ink and paint" part of the traditional

animation process is now done by computer since 1990 starting with Disney's "The Rescuers Down

Under"!!!) and, yes, the classic "Walt Disney's Tips on Animation" book.P.S., I Have Autism, I Was



Born on September 9th, 1994 and, yes, I Love the Classic "Disney" Style of Traditional Hand-Drawn

Animation!

A gift for my sweet granddaughter - she loves it.

I use these how to draw books in a "free time" center in my classroom. The students LOVE to draw

these characters!
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